SUNRAISE INTRODUCES THE RE-ENGINEERED
12 UP BUSINESS CARD SLITTER

SUPER 12 SGC
BUSINESS CARD SLITTER

A new extended stacking conveyor
allows for more cards to be cut.

Convenient on / off controls
have been added to both
sides of machine.

Building on the success of our previous slitter models
we incorporated new and improved features that our loyal
customers have asked for. Sunraise is proud to offer you
the re-engineered Super 12 SGC.
Power controls on both sides of the machine makes
operation more ﬂexible, while extending the stacking
conveyor allows for more cards to be cut before boxing.
A new rigid and durable refuse bin makes disposal of
trim and gutters simple and fast.

A new durable, easy to
remove and empty poly
trash container allows for
faster and easier disposal of
trim and gutters, saving the
operator valuable time.

SUNRAISE

A COMPLETELY NEW KNIFE CASSETTE INCREASES
PRECISION AND PRODUCTIVITY

The redesigned removable knife cassette unit.

The new knife unit uses a special bottom
knife to exact pressure on two top knives
resulting in crisper cuts for a longer time.

The redesigned Super 12 SGC has many features that
make it exceptionally user friendly. One of it’s most important features is the exclusive new cutting design in the
removable cassette.
A distinctive bottom knife that exacts pressure on two
corresponding top knives produces crisp clean cuts while
minimizing wear on the blades. This allows for less frequent down time to sharpen the blades.
The Super 12 SGC is a versatile machine and can
accomodate sheets up to 9”x12” (see diagram, right). All these
features make the Super 12 an incredible workhorse for any
size shop and with our legendary reliability you can’t do
better than the Sunraise Super 12 SGC.
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